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Abstract
Background: Antibiotic prescription is a common practice in men with elevated serum prostate speci�c
antigen. The thought is that if patients were to have a drop in, or normalization of their PSA, we can be
able to avoid unnecessary prostate biopsy. The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of o�oxacin
in men with elevated PSA.

Methods: 224 men with elevated PSA from the base of 4 ng/ml were enrolled in this study. Exclusion
criteria were age less than 50 or greater than 75, history of allergy to �uoroquinolones, cases with history
of recent prostate manipulation, men on 5 alpha reductase inhibitors, and known cases of prostate
cancer. After a duration of 10 days o�oxacin 200 mg twice a day orally, PSA level was rechecked.

Results: Mean age was 61.18 year. Mean PSA level before administering antibiotic was 26.3 ng/ml (-21.9
+97.4). In 120 patients (53.57%) a signi�cant drop in serum PSA was detected so prostate biopsy was
not done and in the remainder 104 patients (46.43%), Prostate biopsy was done that showed 65
adenocarcinomas of prostate and 39 benign prostate hyperplasia.

Conclusions: This study showed in a patient with active urinalysis (pyuria) and normal rectal
examination, trans rectal ultrasonography and prostate biopsy should be post ponded and antibiotic be
started. If signi�cant drop in serum PSA was seen, antibiotic should be continued to avoid unnecessary
biopsies, otherwise, no bene�t in asymptomatic men with normal urinalysis, but elevated PSA.

Background
Prostate cancer (PCa) is one of the most common visceral cancers in men. It has several risk factors
including presence of androgen, advanced age, a positive family of this cancer in close relatives, and
African ancestry (1). Not only it is the most common visceral cancer occurring in men, but also it has
been introduced as the second most common of all diagnosed malignancies and is the sixth leading
cause for cancer death globally (2). A serine protease by the name of prostate speci�c antigen(PSA), that
its physiologic role is liquefying the seminal �uid, may be raised in PCa due to release into the circulation.
This increase in PSA level may also be seen in benign prostate diseases and isn't pathognomonic for
PCa. As a cancer biomarker, PSA has a widespread use both in initial diagnosis and monitoring of
response to treatment. As PSA was more widely used for prostate cancer screening, increasing
controversies were also encountered. A group of researchers believe that screening of CaP by using PAS,
has led to diagnosis and treatment of a group of prostate cancers that pose no real threat for these
patients while treatment of these patients is not accompanied with an important reduce in prostate
cancer mortality. There are also controversies over the cutoff point level for PSA that should indicate
prostate biopsy. On the other hand, there are many clinical and experimental studies that suggest a
relationship between acute and chronic prostatitis and increased serum PSA levels (3, 4, 5, 6, and7).
Although this biomarker is widely used for screening and early detection of Cap, false positive screening
results are not uncommon (8, 9).
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The effect of antibiotics in patients with leukocytosis in expressed prostate secretion (EPS), in patients
with asymptomatic prostatitis, but proven histologic evidence for prostatitis, and also presence of white
blood cells(WBC) in post-prostate massage voided urine (VB3), has been established (10). Many
urologists prescribe antibiotic to the patients with elevated PSA and thought is that if patients were to
have a drop in, or normalization of their PSA, we can be able to avoid unnecessary prostate biopsy. PSA
is almost uniquely produced by the epithelial tissue of prostate, but elevated PSA in the circulation may
suggests increased prostatic cellular activity, as a consequence of PCa, but are more commonly caused
by non-cancerous situations such as ethnicity, advanced age, infection, in�ammation, benign prostatic
hyperplasia (BPH), and even recent physical activity (11, 12). 

Regarding the frequency of PCa, prevention and early detection of this cancer has a major public health
importance. The PSA test is widely used for screening of PCa, but for several reasons this application is
controversial (13, 14, 15, 16, and 17). 

There are many other new biomarkers witch may improve risk strati�cation both in diagnosing PCa and
treating it, but some of them are still considered experimental, and their e�cacy have not been con�rmed
(18).

The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of O�oxacin in the treatment of patients with elevated
PSA with regard to reducing PSA levels and differentiation between PCa and other causes of PSA
elevation, to avoid unnecessary prostate biopsy.

Method
Two hundred twenty-four men with elevated PSA to a range of more than 4 ng/dl, with negative rectal
examination for cancer and candidate to trans rectal ultrasound guide prostate biopsy, were enrolled in
our study.

Exclusion criteria were age less than 50 and more than 75 years, history of allergy to �uoroquinolones,
cases with history of recent prostate manipulation, cases with hard nodule on rectal examination, cases
that were on alpha reductase inhibitors, and known cases of prostate cancer. The patients should have at
least one elevated PSA detection from the cutoff point of 4 nanogram/ml. All patients were submitted to
physical examination and rectal exam before biopsy. Written informed consent was obtained from all
patients. O�oxacin (200 mg b.i.d.) was given orally for 10 days. PSA determination was repeated 10 days
after therapy. If the repeated PSA has fallen to at least 50% of the original PSA or to a level of less than 4
ng/ml, O�oxacin by the same dose was continued for at least 20 other days, but if the reduction ln PSA
was less than 50% or no change, or even more elevation was seen, the next plan was trans rectal
ultrasound guided prostate biopsy. The number of cores varied from 12 to 14 according to radiologist
preference. Local anesthesia with trans rectal instillation of 20 ml lidocaine 2%, was performed.
Specimens were obtained and sent for histopathology report. Patients with signi�cant PSA reduction and
those with negative histopathology biopsy will be followed with PSA determination and digital rectal
exam (DRE) at 6-month intervals for the �rst year and then yearly. All subjects completed a written
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consent after being informed about the general aspects of the work and the study was approved by the
ethics yasuj university of medical sciences ethical committee on biomedical research.

Result
Mean age was 61.18 year. Mean PSA level before administering antibiotic was 26.3 ng/ml (-21.9 +97.4).
In 120 patients (53.57%) a signi�cant drop (more than 50% drop, or reaching to a level of less than 4
ng/ml) in serum PSA was detected. Most of these patients were those with active urinalysis, so prostate
biopsy was not done in this group, and in the remainder 104 patients (46.43%), Prostate biopsy was done
that showed 65 adenocarcinomas of prostate and 39 benign prostate hyperplasia. In 114 patients
(50.89%), urine analysis showed pyuria. In comparing the baseline characteristics of the patients with
and without PSA reduction after antibiotics, the �rst group had a signi�cantly higher baseline PSA value
(table 1 and 2).

Table 1: descriptive statistics of PSA Values in the two groups

  N Mean Std.
Deviation

Minimum Maximum Percentiles

25th 50th
(Median)

75th

PSA1 224 16.1444 22.30162 4.20 167.00 6.0000 8.8000 15.9500

PSA2 224 7.2346 13.73288 0.00 120.00 1.9700 3.7000 6.8000

As the measures of PSA1(before o�oxacin administration) and PSA 2(after o�oxacin administration)
Values Were non normal distribution, the mean rank of values were compared with non-parametric
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test, that showed the mean of PSA in group 2 was less than PSA in Group 1.

Table 2: the results of comparison of mean rank of PSA between groups 1 and 2.

  N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

PSA2 – PSA1 Negative Ranks 185a 119.64 21535.50

Positive Ranks 38b 48.13 1684.50

Ties 1c    

Total 224    

a. PSA2 < PSA1 Z TEST -10.869b

b. PSA2 > PSA1 PVALUIE (2-tailed) 0.000

c. PSA2 = PSA1
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According to the results of Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test, the mean rank of values shows signi�cant
difference. (w=-10.87, p-value = 0.000), And this means that the overall value of intervention was
signi�cant.

Discussion
Prostate speci�c antigen is widely used for prostate cancer (Cap) screening and early detection of Cap,
but false positive screening results are not uncommon. Bacterial infections of the prostate, any
manipulation of the prostate and even BPH may cause PSA to be elevated in serum. It has been
suggested that in men with normal PSA after a course of antibiotic therapy, the decision for prostate
biopsy could be postponed or avoided until another PSA increase be encountered (19, 20).

An important aim in the management of men suspected for prostate cancer is minimizing negative
prostate biopsies. Nadler et al. showed the presence of chronic in�ammatory cells in 64.3% of men who
underwent TRUS biopsy for elevated PSA (21). Brett et al. in a group of 300 randomly selected men,
found about 32% category IV prostatitis (22). In their study, serum PSA level also was signi�cantly higher
(P=0.0004) than in men without prostatitis.

Although the exact implication of this �nding is not completely understood, the higher PSA values could
be secondary to this fact that small in�ammatory foci in the prostate could alter prostate integrity more
extensively than small carcinomatous foci for increasing the serum PSA level.

The present study was done to investigate whether O�oxacin 200 mg bid, for 10 consequent days, lowers
PSA to normal levels. The clinical behavior of the pathological disease of CaP in its very early stages is
variable and uncertain. A better understanding of CaP biology, progression and its metastatic behavior
are needed to be able for diagnosing, treating, or better preventing this disease.

In our study, a signi�cant drop in PSA (>50%) or normalization of PSA was detected in 120 patients
(53.57%) after O�oxacin prescription and most of these patients were those with active urinalysis, so in
this group of the patients, prostate biopsy was not done. In the remainder 104 patients (46.43%), Prostate
biopsy was done that showed 65 adenocarcinoma of prostate (CaP) and 39 benign prostate hyperplasia
(BPH). In 114 patients (50.89%), urine analysis showed pyuria. Overall we had 65 prostate
adenocarcinomas out of 224 patients participated in our study (29%),

But it is obvious that a long term follow-up is necessary to determine if any of other men will have
prostate PCa in the near future, and also larger studies are necessary to identify the optimal PSA
reduction level to be valuable for post pending biopsy of prostate. Several investigations showed that

 in some patients, serum PSA would have dropped even without antibiotic therapy owing to the
spontaneous variation in serum PSA.

The results of our study are somewhat similar to those obtained by Bulbul MA et al. (23) in 48 selected
patients with LUTS, normal DRE, normal urinalysis and elevated PSA, that usually will undergo prostate
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biopsy, their patients received Cipro�oxacin for a duration of 2 weeks.

They found, PSA reduction in 63% of the patients after antibacterial therapy, with PSA returning to normal
values in 9% of them, so avoiding prostate biopsy. Twenty-�ve patients out of 48 patients (52%) dropped
their PSA (median of 42% drop), with 80% improvement in lower urinary tract symptoms, were not
biopsied. 23/48 patients (48%) did not drop their PSA, with 65% improvement in lower urinary tract
symptoms, were biopsied. 9/23 patients (39%) had PCa. They concluded that almost 50% of patients
with lower urinary tract symptoms, elevated PSA, and normal DRE will drop their PSA following 2 weeks
of Cipro�oxacin thus by avoiding prostate biopsy. There are also many other studies that investigated the
relation between PSA and in�ammatory disorders of the prostate with contradictory results and even a
signi�cant portion of patients found to have an elevated PSA, will have a normal value if the test it is
repeated (24, 25, 26, and 27).

It is clear that normalization of the PSA level before trans rectal ultrasonography and prostate biopsy,
does not rule out the presence of prostate cancer, because the level of PSA vary spontaneously, falling
and rising an average of 15% from week to week (28).

A rise in the range of less than 20 to 46% from one year to the next year is more likely to be the result of
natural biological variation than PCa (29), So, the Changes in the levels of PSA are not surprising,
because the level of PSA in the �uid of the prostate is nearly one million-fold higher than that in serum,
and leakage from acini of the prostate to surrounding capillaries can substantially affect the serum
levels.

Consequently, the widespread use of antibiotics by urologists for men with a newly elevated PSA level, on
the presumption that the patient has a bacterial prostatitis, seems to be irrational.

Although there is no evidence based data, but antibiotics are often given to patients with a raised antigen
level based on the presumption that the raised PSA is due to bacterial infection (30). Antibiotics may
affect the clinical course of bacterial prostatitis, but 90% of symptomatic prostatitis and nearly all cases
of asymptomatic prostatitis are not caused by a bacterial infection (31).

We could not �nd any study con�rming the effect of antibiotics on PSA level, included a control group,
and also there have been no related randomized clinical trials to show that prescribing antibiotics are
more likely to reduce PSA levels more than a placebo.

Conclusion
Except in the patients with bacterial prostatitis that is an uncommon condition, there is no evidence that
antibiotic therapy can alter PSA levels. In our experience only a reduction ln PSA level to a range of at
least 50% of original level or normalization of the test in a patient with pyuria may allow post ponding
TRUS prostate biopsy, providing an informed follow up for these patients, otherwise no bene�t for
antibiotic therapy in a man with elevated PSA, but normal rectal exam and without pyuria.
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Abbreviations
PSA: Prostate Speci�c Antigen

PCa: Prostate Cancer
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BPH: Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia
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